Interest in voting issues is hotter than the 4th of July. This new fourth edition of *America Votes!* answers our questions on voting and voters’ rights. Readers can consult this comprehensive guide to learn the latest scholarship in an easy-to-read format. It’s a good book to have on your table to consult while watching or reading the news.

—Linda Klein, Past President of American Bar Association

This book is a superb resource for practitioners and anyone seeking a firmer grasp of the election process that is so vital to our Democracy. Building on the clear and comprehensive framework set forth in previous volumes, Ben Griffith and Jack Young have loaded this new edition with comprehensive and updated sourcing and nuanced analysis by a diverse array of leaders in the field.

—Thurgood Marshall Jr., Partner, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius

Who gets to vote? Madison wrote in Federalist 57 it is “[n]ot the rich more than the poor; not the learned more than the ignorant; not the haughty . . . more than the humble,” but rather “the great body of the people of the United States.” Much of our history has involved struggles to ensure that the “great body of the people” includes all Americans, and to overcome a long series of obstacles to that ideal—from the earliest racial, gender, and property restrictions; through later poll taxes and literacy tests; to today’s gerrymandering, voter ID, cybersecurity, immigration, and other concerns. With this latest, updated edition of *America Votes!* the ABA continues to render an essential service to legal scholars, practicing attorneys, and all who care about our most precious right—to choose and hold accountable those who govern us.

—Hon. Bernice B. Donald, Judge, United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit

From voter ID laws to redistricting, and from campaign finance to election cybersecurity, *America Votes!* offers extensive analysis and commentary. A volume that should be on the bookshelf of everyone who cares about election law in the run up to the 2020 election.


—Laughlin McDonald, Special Counsel and Director Emeritus, ACLU Voting Rights Project.
Watergate brought us the modern era of campaign finance regulation. Government by the consent of the governed has become government by the consent of the rich. After Citizens United, dark money has become the currency for political engagement. At the same time, the Supreme Court in Selby County ushered in a return to limits on access to registration and voting. The Supreme Court also continues to struggle to define unconstitutional gerrymandering. America Votes!, Fourth Edition confronts these issues. The authors challenge us to think of a political system in new ways with a focus on our founders’ goal of a more perfect union. This book is a must-read for anyone concerned about our political future.

*America Votes!, Fourth Edition* addresses important electoral issues, including:

- Voter qualifications, registration, immigration and citizenship, language minority participation, and Native American voting;
- The voting process, early voting, same day registration, cybersecurity threats, campaign finance pitfalls, and Maine’s experiment with ranked-choice voting;
- Voting rights litigation, section 2 of the Voting Rights Act, criminal enforcement, the impact of Shelby County and legislation to reform the voting process;
- Recounts and audits and the legacy of Gore v. Bush; and
- Redistricting equal protection and fair districts math and partisan gerrymandering.